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Message from the Patron

Message from the Editor

While there has been a healthy growth in the civil society
organizations in Pakistan in the last decade, there has also been an
ample opportunity to work for development in the country at the
same time. It was the very reason that ACT Aiming Change for Tomorrow
was formed in 2012 while anticipating the never ending challenges
to the country. And since, empowering the citizens through effective
social mobilization approaches is the prime strategy to overcome
barriers to development and access to human rights in Pakistan.
Through organized and empowered communities, we are making
efforts for creating bonds across the country among cultures,
ethnicities and faiths while working for vulnerable sections of
society, especially women and children.
As there is a greater need for advocating for our rights, there are
urgent needs for advocacy on women empowerment, education;
gender based violence, MNCH, as well as environment. Thus, our
work has greatly been related to advocacy efforts, which includes
advocacy for GBV in parts of KPK, for youth in six districts across
the country under the Youth Advocacy Forums.
It has led us to understand that there is a dire need of a forum of
development sector organizations which can contribute towards
common efforts with a shared goal to achieve for the needs of the
society. It has, thus, made us create an independent unit within the
organization, The Advocacy Channel, which can help multiple
stakeholders ranging from national organizations to small
community based organizations and donors or even the
government. The purpose of this unit is to exclusively focus on
advocacy related activities, utilizing tools and strategies already in
place and the newer approaches, to deal with the overall
developmental challenges.
Overall, TAC shall ensure effective advocacy strategies which aim
to affect change at various levels‐including increasing community
awareness of the issue, influencing law and policies and improving
the government response to violence against women. It shall, within
itself, contain some of the sub‐ units or focused activities, to assist
the organization in managing the overall advocacy related activities.

I believe we, at the 'Act Aiming Change for Tomorrow', could justifiably feel proud to
present this 2nd edition of 'The Developmentalist'. Besides, it would be unfair
not to extend our thanks and appreciation for the generous support extended
and words of encouragement extended to us at 'The Developmentalist' by all
those who had sent in their words, views and advises, spurring us to move on
and thus we are here today with this second edition of 'The Developmentalist'.
In this second edition we have decided to take up the most pressing issue of
the role of youth in building and taking forward a society with a positive
mindset. Needless to say that Pakistan is a country blessed with what is
generally called 'Youth Bulge', the much needed segment of any society,
brimming with strength and full of futuristic ideas. We strongly feel that for a
better tomorrow we have to revive civic education aimed at engaging our
youth in activities which should bring about early and positive impact on the
society at large. Pakistan is in dire need to make the youth understand their
role and responsibilities and guide them to exercise their strength and
potential transform our society starting at the grassroots level.
I am not disillusioned that 'The Developmentalist' is still in the stage of infancy
and there is a long way to go. And to survive and keep the journey onward, we
at 'The Developmentalist' would be in need of persistent patronage from all of
you. This patronage we expect in form of critical but constructive comments,
positive contributions for 'The Developmentalist' and sincere advice.
I am particularly pleased that the first edition of 'The Developmentalist' was
taken well and that has been the reason that we have received some very good
articles, comments and opinions for this second edition. Our contributors have
explored and highlighted various facets of 'youth', which we included in this
edition. I am obliged to express my gratitude and extend my sincere thanks to
all those who have taken time out from their hectic working schedule or even
spared some time from their 'personal quality time' to write the pieces for this
issue on my humble request. I will appeal to all to continue contributing in
future as well with their brilliant ideas and solutions to the problems being
confronted by the youth in our society. Because youth is segment in which we
need to invest heavily to reap a golden harvest in future!
For Suggestion and Feedback :
Contact: House No 310, Street No. 16, Sector G‐10/2, Islamabad.
Contact No. +92 51 2152206‐8 www.act‐international.org,
Email: thedevelopmentalist@act‐international.org

THE DEVELOPMENTALIST
Message from Marc-André Franche, Country Director, UNDP Pakistan
Pakistan's young women and men are filled with enthusiasm to take part in the discussions, decisions and actions which
shape the country's future. They are eager to participate in formal political processes, in volunteer work, and in social
activities. About 64‐percent of the country's population is below 29 years of age. It is vital for Pakistan's development that
these young people receive opportunities for education, employment and political participation which will enable them to
fulfil their potential as the architects of a peaceful, prosperous and just Pakistan. By engaging the youth and enabling them
to influence their communities and institutions, Pakistan will foster a generation of responsible citizens and advocates of
equitable, democratic, transparent, and accountable institutions.
UNDP is now preparing the country's next National Human Development Report with a focus on the challenges faced by
these young people. The findings of this report will catalyse and guide us in creating the essential opportunities for
education, employment, political and social engagement for young people.
Despite their marked interest, the majority of Pakistan's young population has not found ways to become involved in
political decision‐making or voluntary activities. UNDP conducted focus group discussions across the country, involving
numerous young people. Several pressing factors were highlighted which constrain civic engagement. Prominent among
these are a lack of awareness of youth initiatives and programmes offered by the government and civil society; limited or
non‐existent physical and virtual spaces for interaction; disillusionment with state institutions; a lack of family and community support for youth,
especially young women, to pursue political or social activities; and low levels of interaction amongst young people from different backgrounds.
These important findings show us the way forward. If we address the barriers identified by young people themselves, their civic engagement will fuel
social capital and build a sense of connection and belonging for individuals within their communities. It will set the stage for social cohesion and increase
trust as people work together from a young age to form relationships and interact across society. These connections are central to the creation of a
pluralistic and equitable society and must be supported by appropriate policies and actions
NHDR 2015 will chart the challenges faced by Pakistani youth, and provide the data, analysis and expert advice required to transform national and sub‐
national policies affecting young people. Youth civic engagement is essential for the human development of Pakistan. As the UNDP National Human
Development Report will show, it is time for policymakers, civil society, development practitioners and academics to come together to reach out to young
people and create safe spaces to increase meaningful civic engagement. We need to act together and take advantage of this unique pool of talent and
achieve human development for all Pakistanis.

Reflections
Pakistan is experiencing, what is being called as demographic dividend. What it mean is that at certain point of times in Countries
history there comes time when most of its pupation comprises of young people. Today 64% of our population comprises of young
people below the age of 29. This is termed as a window of opportunity in the life of a nations since the right measures and
investments in this young population can put the nations and countries on the path to development.
Young people are the future of our country, it is unfortunate that we are still at the national level unable to mobilise this resource to
the best of its potential since we do not have a national youth policy or framework to provide national guideline to provincial youth
policies. At the provincial level apart from Government of Punjab, no other province has yet got its youth policy approved and in
place. This is high time that we equip our youth with information, knowledge and skill that will help them in making right decisions
about their lives that have a direct effect on the country . At the national level the government has not been able to come up with
appropriate measures like reproductive health education in school curricula. If the Kasur scandal fails to make the leaders realize the
need for empowerment of youth through proper and timely knowledge, what else will. Child and early marriage is still an issue. Government of Sindh so
far is the only provincial government that has raised the age of marriage for girls from 16 to 18.
Acknowledging that young people are reproductive beings and need to have special provisions in the health system to cater to their needs ensuing privacy
and confidentiality remains another challenge.
Syed Kamal Shah (Chief Executive Officer Rahnuma‐FPAP)
I started my journalistic career a decade ago, and as with all the youngsters and young blood, I too was very idealistic about the
world, however, reality kicked in at a very initial stage of my career when I had to write reports on teen suicide and the rest, first it
was shock and then I was appalled at the problems youngsters were facing, I could relate to some problems but not all, at that time, I
was very actively involved with different youth groups and I was appointed President of a youth group, which was working
extensively on awareness raising on socio‐political issues. We organized seminars and talked about issues, unfortunately it did not
make too much noise about issues and I felt some youngsters lacked the passion to 'move things', to be honest I felt disappointed at
this lack of empathy amongst the youth. Their stance was very clear that 'nothing can be done' to change the country for the better.
However, I succeeded in getting the curriculum reversed in Punjab where hate speech was rampant. Some stayed, some lost
interest, but I did not lose hope. I kept motivating the youth, feeling that this is a dormant power that would lead to change, and
slowly but gradually I did witness a change. I saw to my amazement that youngsters were talking about their 'civic' duties and going
to the streets campaigning for different causes, it coincided with the Tahir Square Revolution and Pakistan was also witnessing a revolution amongst the
youth, the internet was a place that youngsters could voice their concerns and behold, the older lot or as we term it the 'baby boomers' were paying
attention. Now it seems like a page from George Orwell's book, 1984, where Big Brother is watching you, the internet has witnessed change, playing the
role of Big Brother, if there is a selfie obsession there is also obsession about what is right and what is wrong, the youth of today is anything but
uninformed,infact, it is the youth that is keeping all the 'baby boombers' on their toes,and today I can easily say that we have no place to go but up!
Beena Khan
Anchorperson/Producer, Programme 'Crime Scene', SAMA TV
The engagement and participation of youth is essential to achieve sustainable
human development. Yet often the opportunities for youth to engage politically,
economically and socially are low or non‐existent. Youth population is 42 percent
of total population of the world. International community including United
Nations has realized the importance of youth participation in development. Many
international conferences and treaties has been signed and emphasized on
meaningful youth participation.
Youth civic engagement leads to reduced risky behavior, increased success in
school and leads to greater civic participation later in life. However, youth today
are less likely than those in earlier generations to exhibit many important
characteristics of citizenship. Youth civic engagement is an emerging area of practice and knowledge
development that seeks to engage young people in social and economical development particularly in
democracy through in‐school and out‐of‐school time learning opportunities. As the field has developed,
there has been debate as to what constitutes effective youth civic engagement programming.
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school and out‐of‐school time learning opportunities. As the field has developed, there has been debate as to what constitutes effective youth civic
engagement programming.
Pakistan is 6th most populous country in the world having youth bulge of more than 64 percent of its population bellow 29 of age. Participation of young
people in every field is limited particularly when it comes to decision making in Pakistan. Excuse behind not involving youth is that they are considered as
inexperienced or immature. Reality is young people are the most energetic, enthusiastic, innovative and pro active but at the same time vulnerable too. It
has been noticed that young people are being used in extremism and terrorism in Pakistan and all over the world.
Government of Pakistan started working on National Youth Policy in 1992 but tabled in 2007. Youth were involved in the process first time during 2007‐08
and cabinet approved National Youth Policy in 2009. According to the 18 amendment in the constitution of Pakistan youth ministry was also devolved to
provinces in 2010. After devolution only Punjab province approved the provincial youth policy in 2012 while other provinces yet to approve. There is no
political will to invest in the young people by any federal or provincial governments accept using them in election or political benefits.
So it is high time to involve young people meaningfully in every field of life particularly in decision making and political process. We need to give them
confidence so that they can play their role as responsible citizen.
Fsahat ul Hassan CEO (Youth Advocacy Network)

Youth in Pakistan
Youth has the ability and energy to
turn the unfavorable
circumstances into the
opportunity and grab that
opportunity to achieve the desired
results for any country.
Pakistan is lucky to have a huge
population of this age group. All
policy and decision makers are
aware of this opportunity and
quote it when they make tall claims
about development in Pakistan. It
is an open fact that Pakistan is
Myra Imran
experiencing once‐in‐a‐lifetime
Journalist ‘THE News’ demographic dividend as the
working‐age population is bulging
and the dependency ratio is declining. Currently more that 64 per cent of
Pakistan's population is less than 29 year of age and falls in the age group
of youth.
No doubt that Pakistani youth, both boys and girls, has all the talent to
shine at the international level. Malala Yousafzai – the youngest Noble
Prize winner and global campaigner for education ‐represents Pakistan
at the most prominent international forums. We have record breakers in
international examination systems like Ali Moeen Nawazish and many
others. Pakistani youth leads in some of the toughest sports‐ Samina
Baig first Pakistani women climber of Mount Everest. There are many
more examples to share.
Besides these individual examples, we often hear about initiatives taken
by the government to enhance the capability of youth. Youth Festivals,
Youth Parliament, Young Leadership Conferences ‐ all are organized by to
create impact on youth.
For example, with an aim to enhance the scope of research and quality
education in the country and increase the access to information
technology, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif announced laptop scheme on
the pattern of Punjab government. It will provide free laptops to 100
thousand students studying in Higher Education Commission (HEC)
recognized universities. Punjab has already distributed the same
number among undergraduates, graduates and post graduates. This
year, the Punjab government plans to distribute laptops among students
who will get more than 78 per cent marks in matriculation exams.
Another such initiative is Prime Minister's Youth Business Loan Scheme
for young entrepreneurs between the age group of 21 ‐ 45 years. This
scheme is designed to provide subsidized financing at 8.0 per cent mark‐
up per annum for one hundred thousand (100,000) beneficiaries, under
which 350,000 youth would be given loans.
To improve equitable access to higher education across the country, the
HEC intends to establish new universities and sub campuses in almost
every district headquarter of the country in consultation and
collaboration with the respective provincial governments during next
three years' time. In addition, most prominent political parties have
started a positive tradition of youth festivals. Young talent is awarded
with highest achievement awards every year.

While quoting these glorious examples, some of which have been
partially implemented and some are still in the planning process, we
should not forget that the overall situation of Pakistani youth present a
grim picture and indicates that not much has been done to utilize the
demographic dividend that we are proud of. Such initiatives could be
considered encouraging signs but to convert this valuable human
resource into an opportunity, only encouragement would not be able to
do the magic.
It seems that realization of the fact, that whatever serious issues
Pakistan faces right now are directly linked with youth, is there in words
but is missing in action from the priority list of our leadership. In fact,
they only use youth to achieve their political agendas.
It was young boys and girls who managed Tahir ul Qadri's famous sit in.
They were at the forefront of Imran Khan's movement against the
government and abused all who criticized their leader on social media.
They are the ones who dance and chant slogans at the rallies of PPP and
PML N and are always in the front rows of the unruly mob and charged
gathering that throw stones to destroy the public property of their own
country to protest against something unfortunate happened thousands
of kilometers away. It is always easy to manipulate them for accepting
the responsibility to implement Sharia in the country‐so much so that
they present themselves for suicide bombing.
But when it comes to positive utilization, harnessing of this unlimited
potential and capacity building of this valuable human resource, the
Pakistani leadership has nothing substantial to deliver. They have no
well‐articulated and calculated youth policy to build and foster the next
generation into a capable workforce that can finally take this nation out
of the present crisis. In fact, the current leadership has cultivated further
crisis by ignoring the needs of the Pakistani youth.
HEC might be planning to reach districts but the fact is that current
education sector is not capable to absorb such huge population of young
people and standards are not good enough. The laptop scheme or youth
loan scheme might contribute to a limited extent but it would not be
able to change the fact that Pakistan has the highest rate of school
exclusion for pre‐school age children (51 per cent) and for primary
school‐age children (34.4 per cent). It might fail to bring back over 27
million out of school children in the country.
Similarly, youth festivals such as the ones organized by Punjab and Sindh
governments would not provide quality play grounds and sports clubs
for the youth in every district. At the same time, a member Parliament
who wins elections with the help of unemployed youth in his area does
not have the capacity to represent concerns of youth on the floor of
National Assembly.
In recent past, an example of young political leadership emerged after
Army Public School incident on December 16, 2014 when a group of
young activists initiated a movement against the supporters of
extremism throughout the country. Millions joined them through social
media and the group of young activists organized successful rallies at
some of the most feared spots in the capital, challenging the space of
such elements in a way that had never been done before. Politicians, civil
society and people from all walks of lives joined them.

Disclaimer: This newsle er contains an individual’s point of view, informa on, ar cle and reﬂec ons about ‘Youth Civic
Engagement’. The Editor is not responsible if the contents may diﬀer from the opinions of the readers
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NEWS SECTION
ESTABLISHMENT OF
TOLL-FREE HELPLINE IN
KP, PROVINCE
ACT Aiming Change for Tomorrow Team had a meeting
with Mrs. Mehr Taj Roghani Minister Social
Welfare and Women Empowerment Peshawar
KP to Establish Provincial Toll Free Helpline.
Toll-Free services can enhance GBV response
services and provide GBV survivors essential
Helpline continuity solutions.

MenEngage Alliance Pakistan Has Launched ‘‘State of The World’s Fathers Report’’
Report
Overview:
This First
ever State
o f t h e
Wo r l d ’s
Fathers
r e p o r t
present key international
research ﬁndings on men’s
participation. This report was
produce by MenCare, a global
campaign to promote men and
boys’ involvement as
equitable, non-voilent
caregivers. Joint advocacy
initiative, research, and
programming to engage men
in positive parenting,
equitable caregiving, voilance
prevention and in meternal,
newborn, and child health.
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ACT Aiming Change for Tomorrow participated in International Youth Symposium in UN Headquarter in New York, Organized by Institute of
Cultural Diplomacy Berlin Germany.

ACT INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATED WORLD’S TEACHER’S
DAY ON OCTOBER 5,2015 IN COLLABORATION WITH
NCHD AT MUZAFARABAD AJK.

 ACT is presenting Sheild to Mr. Aktar







Uddin,UN Volunteers Programme Ofﬁcer
Pakistan for his Sincere efforts for youth
development in Pakistan.
Chairperson-BISP Marvi Memon Sahiba
visited beneﬁciaries in Mirpur AJK.
UNDP hold Community of Practice 10th
meeting in ACT ofﬁce Islamabad.
Mid Term Review meeting with district
coordinators of ACT Aiming Change for Tomorrow in
Head Ofﬁce.
Trocaire team had meeting with programme
unit ACT for strategic planning review of
GBV project Mardan KPK.

ACT Aiming Change for Tomorrow is going to Organize
3rd National Youth Summit 2015 in December.
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